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Pebble HD
4.3” inch display

Ruby 4.3”
magnifier

Lightweight &
portable.
Adjustable
magnification.

Smallest on-thego magnifier.
Built in LED
lighting.

Color inversion

Supports a wide
range of reading

$595

$550

Ruby XL HD
Magnifier has a
High definition
camera with a
built in reading
stand to slide
across text.
$895

Pebble Mini
Enhanced
Adjustable
magnification 2X10X. Many
adjustable
features. Twenty
eight viewing
modes
$280

Computer Keyboard
Stick-Ons White on
Black

Computer Keyboard
Stick-Ons Black on
White

Moshi Voice
Controlled Alarm
Clock

Large Print letters
to convert existing
keyboard that
won’t fade or come
off.

Large Print letters
to convert existing
keyboard that
won’t fade or come
off.

$15.95

$15.95

Listens and
responds to 12
voice-activated
commands.
Includes nightlight
and help feature.
$45.95

Sock Locks
Helps keep socks
paired up in the
wash and in the
drawer.

$2.50 for 20 pack

Yellow Bold Line
Writing Paper

White Bold Line
Writing Paper

8.5” x 11-9/16th”

8.5” x 11-9/16th”

Bold line writing
paper with bold
lines on both sides.
Yellow pads.
$5.95 100 pages

Bold line writing
paper with bold
lines on both
sides.
White pads.
$5.95 100 pages

Personal Life
Organizer in
Large Print

Personal
Financial
Management Kit

Categories for
each area of life.
Headings in Large
Print and ample
space to write.

Complete
collection of
writing and
record keeping
tools.

$9.95

$22.95

Janus Interpoint 3x5 “
Index Card Slate &
Stylus
Slate holds card in
place while you
Braille on each side
without having to
move it or turn over.
19cells on both sides
with 5 lines on one
and 6 on the other.
$7.95

Jumbo Plastic
Stylus

Mathematical
Abacus- 13 Rows

Talking Atomic
Clock

Jumbo plastic knob
style stylus for
Brailling

This 13 row abacus
is a wonderful took
for learning
arithmetic.

Daily alarm with
volume control.
Speaks the hour,
minute, and even
the day, month,
and year!
Automatically sets
the time.

$3.25

$13.95

$34.95

Tactile Appliance
Markers- Washing
Machine

Tactile Appliance
Markers- Washing
Machine

Tactile Appliance
MarkersMicrowave

Tactile Appliance
MarkersMicrowave

Orange sticker set
offers distinctive
tactile marks for
common settings.
9 stickers each set.

Black sticker set
offers distinctive
tactile marks for
common settings.
9 stickers each set.

Black sticker set
offers distinctive
tactile marks for
common settings.
9 stickers each set.

Orange sticker set
offers distinctive
tactile marks for
common settings.
9 stickers each set.

$4.95 /2 sets

$4.95 /2 sets

$4.95 /2 sets

$4.95 /2 sets

Ear buds
Great for travel
and come with a
wind up holder
and case

$8.95

Basic Headphones
$9.95

Loc-Dots
Clean and attractive
raised dots that
help you mark light
switches, house
keys, keyboards,
and more. 6 raised
dots per package.
$1.75

Bold Line
Shopping List
Paper
Gummed pack of
100 sheets. 4.5”W
X 11”H
$2.45

EZC Playing Cards
Large 1 ¼”
numbers easily
read. High contrast
white letters on
dark red& black
backgrounds.
$4.45

Marinoff LowVision Playing
Cards
Outstanding
feature is the black
outline that
surrounds large
(1.25”) numbers
1 deck $4.95
2 decks $9.00

Dominoes with
Raised Dots
Dominoes
measure 1” x 2”
and a case is
included.
$12.95

Bump Dot Orange,
Round Large 25
per pack
High contrast
orange bump dots
are great for
marking buttons
and favorite
settings on
appliances and
electronics.

$2.95/pk 25 dots

Bump Dots

Large Number Talking
Alarm Clock

Clear bump dots are
great for marking
buttons and favorite
settings on
appliances and
electronics.

Modern teardrop
shape has large black
numbers and a white
face for high contrast.
Uses 2 AA batteries

Small & Medium sizes

$13.95

$2.95/pk 20 dots

Vibrating Alarm Clock
Dual alarms and can
be set for 2 different
sounds or buzz,
vibrate, or both. LCD
Digital number
display. Travel sized or
use bedside or under
your pillow. Uses 2
AA batteries.

$14.95

TCL Vibe Alarm Clock
with Vibrating
Wristband
Dual alarm clock with
a loud 75dB alarm
and a rechargeable,
wireless wristband to
gently shake you
awake. Indoor
temperature display
along with clock and
calendar. Runs on
3AAA batteries
$49.95

Prodigy Autocode®
Talking Glucose
Meter

Prodigy Autocode®
Talking Glucose
Meter

Prodigy Autocode®
Talking Glucose
Meter

Speaks your results in
English, Spanish,
French, or Arabic.
Comes with 10 test
strips, control
solution, lancing
device, and carrying
case.

(50 count package)

Control Solution
(specify High or Low)

$30.95

$21.95

$3.00 Bottle

Bilingual Talking
Blood Pressure Meter
Upper arm talking
blood pressure for
home and everyday
use. High contrast
4”x6.5” backlit
screen. Two different
sized cuffs, 4 AA
batteries, AC adapter,
and carrying case.
$74.95

Front Button, Front
Speaker Talking
Watch
High contrast, easy to
find talk button.
Alarm with snooze,
optional hourly
announce and 12/24
time selection
English or Spanish
speaking.
$10.95

Touch Face Talking
Watch

Extra Large Low
Vision Watch

This special talking
watch speaks the
time when you touch
the crystal face. It
also speaks the date,
has a talking alarm
and an hourly chime.

Extra large watch has
a 1.6” face in a 2”
case. Stretch fabric
band with hook &
loop closure. Comes
in 2 sizes: 9.5” and
8.2”

Ladies and Men’s and
XL sizes in gold or
silver tone

$24.95

$49.95

Talking 1-Button
Watch with Choice of
Voice.
This watch is among
the easiest to use.
Choice between male
& female voice.
Offers alarm & chime
features. White face
with high contrast
black numbers. Men’s
or ladies sizes: Gold
or Silver
$44.95

1.8” LED Clock Radio

Pocket Magnifier
3X – 14X

Electric clock with
AM/FM radio has
1.8” LED digits w/ a
hi-lo dimmer. Comes
with an aux-in jack so
you can plug in your
digital audio player.

Bright LED illumination

$24.95

$25.95 5X-14X

Easy on/off button.
Comfortable to hold
and use. Good quality
optics. Uses 3 AAA
batteries and comes
with carrying case.
$31.25 3x - 4X (larger
optic)

Talking Key Chain
Clock

Contemporary 4X
Pendant

Displays and
announces time.
Alarm talks and
beeps. Compact size
and fits easily in
pocket or purse.

Stylish 4X, 2: pendant
magnifier is rimless
and topped with an
attractive turquoise
stone. 35” black silk
cord completes the
look.

$9.95 English &
Spanish (silver) and
white oval.

$10.95

Talking Smoke & Fire
and Carbon
Monoxide Alarm
Voice Alarm
Warnings
85dB alarm
Warning light for low
battery
Test and rest button

Talking Oral
Thermometer

Vox-2 Talking Kitchen
Scale

Flame Retardant
Oven mitt, 17 inches

Has last memory recall
and peak temperature
sound. Verbal repeats
speaks last
temperature reading in
English or Spanish.
Operates in Fahrenheit
or Celsius

Speaks in English,
German, French, and
Spanish and has
adjustable sound
level. Reads in grams
or pounds/ounces.
Large blue backlit
LCD display. Uses
4AA batteries

Extra long mitt
pocket protects you
to the elbow. Comes
in Green and Silver.

$9.95

$41.95

Battery operated
$59.95

$4.47

